
 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 
  2018 LOCAL CONTENT AND SERVICE 
  REPORT TO THE COMMUNITY 

“We listen to KPCW every 
day. Thank you for the 
questions and deeper  
insights into the news and 
for making us aware of our 
community and our larger 
world.” 

Michelle Doilney, local 
listener 

Building Community Understanding 
and Connection for Almost 40 Years 

 LOCAL 
VALUE 

2018 KEY 
SERVICES 

LOCAL 
IMPACT 

Our community resides in 
isolated mountain valleys, 
yet just outside a major  
city, so it’s difficult to get 
news that covers the issues 
unique to us. We are a 
small mountain town with a 
big resort economy, we are 
ski and sports enthusiasts, 
we are rural farmers—we 
are diverse.  

KPCW ties us all together 
and keeps us informed and 
safe with the issues that 
matter most to our 
community. 
 
“Love, love, love KPCW! 
You add so much to the 
quality of life here!” Dawn 
Vagstad 

Every day we offer local 
programming that is 
focused on our 
community’s needs: 

• Over 10 locally 
hosted weekly 
public affair shows 

• Ski, trail and 
avalanche reports 

• Weather and traffic 
• Wildfire and other 

matters of public 
safety 

• Coverage of civic 
meetings and 
issues 

• Broadcasts of high 
school sports 

• Our ever-popular 
Lost & Found 

 

“Public radio helps me 
thrive. I get most of my 
information—that I feel I 
can trust—here on public 
radio.” Ann King 

Beyond the daily 
information we disseminate, 
we impact our community 
by giving our local 
nonprofits a broader voice 
in the community. We 
support the important work 
they do by providing over 
$20,000 in free underwriting 
and 30,000 free PSAs 
every year. We also 
conduct interviews, promote 
their events and highlight 
different organizations 
during our pledge drives. 



 

Local Programming: KPCW Weekly Public Affairs and Community Programs 

Every week KPCW broadcasts over 30 hours of original programming that is locally hosted, 
produced, and focused. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A listing of our most popular local shows: 

 

Show Focus 
The Local News Hour Local news and interviews, with recurring segments on local 

government, trail conditions, recycling, ski reports, etc 
The Local View A mix of music and interviews on local arts, culture, and events. 

Mountain Money Interviews with local business owners, entrepreneurs, and 
national authors. 

This Green Earth Local and national experts discuss sustainability and 
environmental issues. 

The Mountain Life Two local extreme athletes discuss healthy lifestyles and trends in 
the wellness and outdoor recreation industry. 

Cool Science Radio Local and national experts explore the practical application of 
breaking scientific findings and developments. 

The Morning Mix Interviews with events organizers with live local music 

Cada Domingo Spanish language show featuring issues important to our vibrant 
Hispanic population, with music and interviews. 
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Sample Show: The Morning Mix  6/8/2018 
 

• Live music with Courtney Spalding 
• Interview with Brian Kelm, president 

of the Utah Blues Society, talking 
about the 3rd annual Utah Blues 
Festival 

• Interview with Al Jardine, original 
Beach Boy about his concert at the 
Egyptian Theatre called “A Postcard 
from California” 

 
Al Jardine and Courtney Spalding flanked by the hosts of The Morning Mix 
https://www.kpcw.org/post/morning-mix-june-8-2018 

 

https://www.kpcw.org/post/morning-mix-june-8-2018


 

 

The Project for Deeper Understanding 

 
KPCW offers much more than broadcast news 
and music, we are involved in informing and 
strengthening our community. One impact we 
have is through The Project for Deeper 
Understanding. When Reverend Charles 
Robinson moved to Park City to be the rector of 
St. Luke’s Episcopal Church in 2004, he felt the 
community was caught in a divisive war between 
liberals and conservatives and the two sides were 
“definitely not interested in talking to each other.” 
So, he created The Project for Deeper 
Understanding. 
 
The Project for Deeper Understanding is a public forum held at St. Luke’s and broadcast live by 
KPCW. The forum takes the most politically and socially divisive topics, assembles a panel of 
experts representing all sides of the issue and moderates a dialogue that includes public 
questions and comments. They have now held over 70 public forums. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before Renai Bodily Miller became the General Manager at KPCW, the involvement of the 
station was sporadic with the station airing approximately half a dozen forums over the years.  
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The 2018  Forum Topics 

 

March Is Medicaid Expansion Right for Utah? 

April  The Era of Megafires: Will Summit County Be Next? 

May Sex, Power & the Workplace: Me Too – Movement or 
Moment? 

Sept  Prop 2 – Medical Marijuana: Are We Ready? 

Oct Prop 4 – An Independent Redistricting Commission: Solution 
or Mistake? 

 

 



 
 
 
Before Renai Bodley Miller became the General 
Manager at KPCW, the involvement of the station was 
sporadic with the station airing maybe half a dozen 
forums over the years. Now KPCW airs and reports on 
nearly all of them. Renai sits on the planning team that 
chooses the topics, crafts the panels, and designs the 
marketing. Rev. Robinson calls the support they get 
from KPCW a “full-throttled partnership.” 
 
Rev. Robinson says now, “their community supports all 
thought. The new norm is, ‘Of course, you’re not going 
to agree with me—let’s talk!’” 
 
“Each forum has been wonderful. In every case, people 
have had strong opinions and different ideas, but we 
have listened to each other with respect.” 
 
The partnership with The Project for Deeper 
Understanding speaks to KPCW’s commitment to 
present non-biased news and support constructive civic 
dialogue. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A Forest Service panelist 
said education of the public 
is making a difference in 
lessening our potential risk 
of wildfires. He said, 

 “Forums like this being 
broadcast out on the radio, 
there’s a lot of people 
tonight learning things they 
didn’t know.” 

 
 



 

2018 Top News Stories 

 

 

Treasure Hill Bond 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For 30 years, Park City had tried to stop 
development on Treasure Hill, the iconic mountain 
at the top of historic main street. The proposed 
development included high-rise hotels, 
condominiums and a conference center that would 
loom over historic main street (see artist’s rendering 
below left).  

In 2018, everyone was surprised when the 
developers offered to sell the land to the city for $64 
million. The city considered using a bond to raise 
the money to preserve this area as open space, but 
they were determined to let the residents be the 
ones to decide if and how the city should purchase 
the land. 

KPCW was there on the forefront connecting the 
residents to the issue. They attended and covered 
every city council meeting, every planning council 
meeting, wrote multiple articles and conducted 
interviews with the mayor, city and planning council 
members and concerned citizens. In the end, the 
residents of Park City voted overwhelmingly to pay 
for the bond and to protect this beautiful and 
historical backdrop to Old Town Park City. 
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Tollgate Wildfire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Wasatch County 
Open Space Bond 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Monday, July 30th, 2018, a vehicle-caused wildfire was 
sparked at the mouth of Tollgate Canyon, which is located 
in Summit County north of Park City proper. By Monday 
night the fire had burned almost 300 acres and was only 
10% contained. One of the main concerns was having only 
one viable access road into the neighborhood. With the 
help of multiple fire crews, residents were able to return 
home by the end of the next day.  

KPCW was the only local, live news source with timely 
reporting on the fire. Beyond the handful of articles 
published online, a KPCW reporter and the Summit 
County Public Information Officer were both calling into 
The Local View and giving updates to host Randy Barton 
during the early critical hours of the fire. KPCW also 
covered the post-fire meetings and discussions on how to 
improve access and services to fire-prone areas. 

 

In March 2018, the Wasatch County Council voted 4-3 to 
put a $10 million open space bond on the ballot. In a 
beautiful mountain valley with strong agricultural roots and 
burgeoning population issues, the bond was bound to be 
controversial. KPCW was there to provide accurate 
information on all sides of the issue. 

County Council Chair Greg McPhie, one of the dissenting 
voices, was interviewed. “To use general obligation tax 
dollars to bond for other people’s property rights is a lesser 
priority in my mind than law enforcement, EMT, fire, public 
works.”  Heidi Franco, Chair of the Wasatch Open Land 
Committee was also interviewed. “Our goal is to leverage 
the bond money…[by purchasing] conservation 
easements…This bond gives the farmers another option 
besides selling to developers.” 

In the end, voters passed the bond with 57% of the vote 
and passed two other open space measure in the county. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

The Wildlife Bridge 

 
 
Over the past couple of years, 122 mule deer, 13 moose, four elk, three mountain lions, and a 
black bear have been struck by motorists along the Parley’s Summit section of I-80. No data 
exists on the human toll and material damage of these collisions. Around 2015, a group of 
concerned residents that live along this corridor began asking questions. What can be done to 
help the wildlife cross 6+ lanes of high-speed freeway that cuts through their migratory path? 
Where can we report the wildlife fencing that is down in sections and had been deteriorating for 
years? What can be done to make driving safer for our neighbors and thousands of visitors who 
use this stretch of road and may not be “wildlife aware”? 

Eventually, this group formed the nonprofit Save People Save Wildlife and began monthly 
meetings with the Utah Department of Transportation (UDOT) to encourage better fencing and a 
wildlife bridge. At first, no clear answers existed. There was some federal and state money 
coming in, but no one knew when and there were multiple entities vying for it. Sharon Cantwell, 
of Save People Save Wildlife said, “I believe our lobbying about wildlife collisions got them to 
start working internally to use the funds to give the wildlife bridge a chance.” 

It took a lot of work, but by the time Save People Save Wildlife presented a check to UDOT for 
$42,000, raised by those same residents that live and drive along that corridor, UDOT gave 
them a commitment and a schedule to build the first wildlife bridge in the state of Utah. The 
bridge and updated fencing were built and completed in 2018. 
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Reach in the Community: 

Throughout this unfolding story, KPCW was on 
the forefront, reporting the project’s progress, 
letting the community know about fundraising 
efforts and educating our citizens about the 
importance of this issue. We were instrumental 
in helping this issue gain a wider audience in 
the community. 

“Save People Save Wildlife is committed to 
advocating for wildlife fencing and cattle 
guards that will save both the lives of our 
residents as well as our resident wildlife. These 
corridors are frequented by visitors and 
travelers who are unfamiliar with the frequent 
automobile collisions with animals that can 
weigh in excess of 2,000 lbs., presenting even greater danger to those who are not “Wild 
Aware.” KPCW has supported our efforts, to warn listeners about these “gaps” and the need for 
community funding to close these gaps. We are grateful to KPCW for giving us the opportunity 
on many occasions to present this important cause to our community.”  Sharon Cantwell, Save 
People Save Wildlife 

 

Partnerships:  

This huge project was a vast collaboration between UDOT, the Department of Wildlife 
Resources, Summit County and Save People Save Wildlife. KPCW partners with all of these 
entities to bring regular reporting to the air.  

“The partnerships with the Division of Wildlife, the community of Summit County… This wouldn’t 
be a stand-alone project. There’s really a lot of work happening in Parley’s Canyon and it’s all 
focused on keeping traffic moving and improving the safety of the canyon.” John Gleason, 
UDOT Spokesperson 

 

Impact and Community Feedback: 

Although some questioned the cost, 

“I counted three similar overpasses on I-80 in Nevada. Looks like they know how to do the same 
job for less money.” “But I guess the yuppies in Park City had to have the fanciest looking so the 
state of Utah spent much more than needed.” 

And some found humor, 

“I hope there is some clear signage for the wildlife to follow so they don’t try to jump the fence.” 

(Online Comments to The Salt Lake Tribune article New Overpass Finished at Parley’s 
Summit—Just for Wildlife to Cross I-80. December 13, 2018.) 

The overall reaction, especially from those who live by and drive on these roads every day has 
been overwhelmingly positive. 



“We’re already seeing a decrease of more than 50 percent in wildlife-vehicle collisions just in 
having that stretch of wildlife fencing in place from Summit to Jeremy Ranch. I mean it’s 
reduced by half. That’s amazing.” Sharon Cantwell, Save People Save Wildlife 

"But the real purpose here is to keep drivers safe going through Parley’s Canyon.  You mix 
those high speeds with a lot of large animals and the results can be catastrophic. And, that’s the 
real objective here, to improve safety in Parley’s Canyon.” John Gleason, UDOT spokesperson 

 

KPCW will continue to have an impact by reminding people to not use the bridge--wildlife won’t 
use the bridge if there is the scent of dogs or humans near it, and to support Save People Save 
Wildlife in their continued efforts to raise money and awareness about wildlife collisions. In 
March, they are the focus of one of our nonprofit hours during our pledge drive where their 
cause will get great on-air exposure. 

 

 

 

Opening day of the bridge. 
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One aspect of KPCW’s 
colorful profile is the 
amount of support they 
give unequivocally to the 
local nonprofits. 
Providing a key element 
of exposure that is 
critical to the nonprofit 
agenda of promoting our 
organization, events, 
and programming. 
Colleen McGinn, 
Leadership Park City 
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We have an exceptional amount of our population 
that listens to KPCW on a regular basis, which 
makes it an ideal forum for dissemination of 
valuable public safety information. Our 
department has had a long history of working with 
KPCW and have utilized their services regarding a 
variety of incidents, services, and programs. Their 
continued contributions to the community are 
vital.  
 Captain Phil Kirk, Park City Police Force 


